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How to read bass guitar tabs symbols



Bass tablature (bass tab) is a system of music notation for writing, reading, and playing songs on bass. This is the preferred notation method for many because it is simplicity. While learning to read music in the traditional sense is a valuable skill, it is complex and takes time to learn. Bass
tab is an easier system to learn and provides a way for bass players to read and understand the song structure, regardless of experience or gaming ability. It is today the most popular music notation system for bass and guitar players, and is used for beginners and accomplished bassists
alike. How to Read The Bass Tab: Read The Bass Tab Listening to SongFirst off, the bass tab is designed to be used when listening to a song to help understand the notes and structure of the song. It is meant to be more of a guide to understand what notes should be played while you are
listening to and learning the song. It would be difficult to use just a bass tab to learn a song without listening to the song, but also looking at the tablature. Bass tab stringSS with bass strings indicate horizontal lines that represent each string. The bass tab written in the 4 string bass standard
tuning looks like this: the lower oblique E string is at the bottom and the highest pitched G string is on top. The bass tab written in 5 string basses standard tuning looks like this: the lowest toned string is always at the bottom. When songs are written with any changed tuning it is usually
indicated at the top of the song at the top of the page. For example, The Song is Drop D. Songs written with altered tuning must also have strings marked to indicate any altered tuning. For example, a song that is played in drop D will be written to show the E string tuned to a low D following:
If you are interested in taking online bass lessons we also highly recommend JamPlay Bass Lessons. Bass Player Center gave an overview of their sites and services - click here to check it out! Bass Tab Fret NumbersIn bass tab, numbers are written on strings to indicate which fret number
to play on any given string. For example, if you want to play a note on string A, fret 4, it is written as follows:Numbers are written from the left to type and must be played in this order. For example, a song with note 1 on a 5 fret string, 2 note on 4 fret D string, 3 note on 7 fret D string, and 4
note on 7 fret G string - is written like this: Always written to play from left to right. The bass tab bars are marked on the bass tab with a vertical line. Bars are musical events – the point at which one part of the song stops and a new section begins, or the same number or section is played
again. The band's bass tab looks like this: Below is an example of a band that points to the stop and start of a new event: Bass Tab RhythmKa rhythm is indicated, it is written below the string. For below shows the rhythm with the number of eight notes:Often the legend indicates the time.
Other symbols or letters are sometimes used to represent different types of time and rhythm. However, timings are often not specified on tabs. The bass tab is designed to be a total listening song when learning notes. It is up to the player to determine the rhythm of listening to the song. If
you are interested in taking online bass lessons we will also highly recommend JamPlay Bass lessons. Bass Player Center gave an overview of their sites and services - click here to check it out! Other Common Bass Tab MarkingSare several other labels that share bass tabs. However,
some labels are unique to the one who wrote the tab. In such cases, the author will specify what the markings mean, which are usually written at the beginning of the song. Here are several of the most common additional markings for the bass tab: These markings are usually shown on the
strings: (h) hammer-on (p) slide-off (/) slide down (\) bend (x) ghost noteThese marks are usually indicated under the strings: S - thumb slap. P - popT - tap (TL - tap left, TR - tap on the right) Bass Tabs For BeginnersHere there are a couple of bass tabs of songs that are relatively easy to
learn and play. These should be good tabs to start with and give you a little practice with reading tabs... Another Bee Dust Bass TabSeven Nation Army Bass TabJa you're interested in taking online bass lessons we also highly recommend JamPlay Bass lessons. Bass Player Center gave
an overview of their sites and services - click here to check it out! Articles and Resources Main PageLearn how to read bass tablature bass tabs guitar tab (or tablature) is incredibly easy to understand when you know what all symbols and numbers mean. In this guide, I will explain in detail
how to read guitar tab you might find on websites like Ultimate Guitar (check out the best Guitar TAB websites here). Different types of Guitar TAB There are some different types of Guitar TAB you can find online. Although all Guitar TAB follows similar formats, they may look very different
from each other. Text Guitar TAB This is the first type of Guitar TAB that became popular online. The text guitar TAB is written in plain text file as shown below. The first online Guitar TAB website just had this type of Guitar TAB and many sites still use this format today. Later in this guide, I
will explain all the symbols used in this type of Guitar TAB so you can read it if you need to. This type of TAB downside does not usually include any information about rhythm. While other types of Guitar TAB usually involve rhythm notation, the text based on guitar TAB is usually not. Try to
avoid this type of Guitar TAB and take advantage of other options, if any. Writing Your Own Text-Based Guitar TAB format, you must use a certain type of font. Font Courier New is the most popular font for writing this type of Guitar TAB. If you see a Guitar TAB like below, it means that the
wrong font was used. Simply changing the font will fix the format problems. Interactive Guitar TAB Websites like Songsterr use an interactive type of Guitar TAB that looks a little different from the text-based Guitar TAB. As you can see, the above Guitar TAB looks similar to the text based
on guitar tab earlier, but is easier to read and uses different symbols. You may notice that there is a lot more information on this TAB compared to the text-based Guitar TAB from earlier. That's why I recommend avoiding text on the guitar TAB if possible. A formal guitar TAB like this or
below type is much more useful. Tablature and Standard Notation If you buy a Guitar TAB book, you'll probably see this format. As you can see below, there are two employees who joined together: the top half is a song written in Standard Notation and the bottom half is written in Tablature.
It's the best of both worlds because it gives you two different ways to read the same music. Many guitarists prefer this format because it gives you the most information on how to play a song on a guitar. If you don't know how to read the standard notation, you can simply ignore the top staff
and read the bottom of the Guitar TAB staff. Writing Your Own Formal Guitar TAB There are a few different ways you can create your own Formal Guitar TAB. The easiest way is with Guitar Pro 7 (link to my full review). Guitar Pro 7 gives you everything you need to edit and create your own
Guitar TABs. Being able to play tab back also helps you understand what to play on the guitar. Guitar TAB Layout The first thing you need to understand with Guitar TAB is the basic layout. Guitar TAB has six horizontal lines representing six strings on the guitar. There may be more or less
lines to suit different tools. TAB for bass or ukulele will be four or five lines and guitar tab for 7-string guitar would be 7 horizontal lines. As you can see in the chart below, six lines match up to six strings on your guitar: Looking at guitar TAB is like looking down on your guitar hands. The
bottom line of the guitar TAB corresponds to the lowest pitch string (low E) for your guitar. The text-based and official Guitar TAB sometimes displays string tunings for each line, as shown below: The main point to remember is that the top line of guitar TAB meets the highest pitch string for
your guitar and the lower line corresponds to the lowest pitch string for your guitar. What to do numbers mean on guitar tab Each line on the Guitar TAB meets the string on your guitar. Whenever you see a number on the line in the Guitar TAB, it's an instruction to play a special note on that
string. Commission 201 the Guitar TAB represents fret numbers on the string. 5 would mean the fifth fret of your guitar. 12 would mean the twelfth fret. 0 would mean an open string (zero fret). Take a look at the diagram below for examples of different Guitar TAB numbers and how each
number matches the note on the guitar: There are two ways numbers can be written on guitar TAB, and it affects how you play them. The numbers stacked on top of each other When the numbers on the guitar TAB are stacked on top of each other, it tells you to play those numbers at the
same time. In other words, strum chord. All the above numbers in the Guitar TAB are stacked on top of each other, and if you play them all at the same time, you'll end up with a chord. Take a look under the Guitar TAB and think about what's being played (or try to play yourself): While it may
look confusing, it's just asking you to strum E a small chord eight times. Figures Written Left to Right When numbers are written side by side (on the same string or different strings), Guitar TAB tells you to play notes one after another from left to right. We read guitar tab just as you read this
sentence – from left to right one word at a time. Below guitar tab, you start by playing 1 fret note, then play the 2nd fret note, then 3 fret note, and finally 4 fret note, because they are all written one after another. It doesn't matter if you see one note or chord, read everything from left to right.
The main point to remember is that you only play a string on your guitar when you see a number on that string. If you don't see a number on the string, it means you don't play anything on that string. What do symbols mean guitar TAB Now, when you know what lines and numbers represent
on the Guitar TAB, let's look at the important symbols used. Symbols guitar TAB represent a variety of guitar techniques such as slides, elbows, hammer-ons, palm sounds, and more. When you see the symbol Guitar TAB, it tells you to make a special kind of technique. There are two sets
of symbols to learn about the Guitar TAB. The Text-based Guitar TAB uses a single set of symbols and the official Guitar TAB uses a different set of symbols. Let's go through all the major symbols you'll probably see in the Guitar TAB. What h means guitar tab h guitar tab is short to
hammer-on. That's when you play a note and hammer-on on a higher note. The text guitar tab it is displayed as h in between two notes. In the formal Guitar TAB, it is seen as a curved line over two notes, as shown below, and H above staff: Both of the above Guitar TABs show exactly the
same play. 2h4 means play 2 fret, then hammer-on on 4 fret. 2h4h5 means to do two hammer-ons in a row (you only choose the first note). What p means guitar tab p guitar tab is short the pull-off. That's when you play a note and pull-off on a lower note. It's basically the opposite of
hammer-on. The same curved line is used in the official Guitar TAB as it uses hammer-ons, so you just need to look at whether the number is higher or lower to know which technique to use. Hammer-ons and pull-offs can be combined (known as legato) all under one curve, as shown
below: It can also be combined with slides as shown later. What does/or\ mean guitar tab slash (/or\ ) in Guitar TAB is a symbol of the slide. The type of slash you use indicates whether it is necessary to slide up to the note/or slide down to the note \. To know which slash symbol is which,
think of the slash symbol as the slide you go up to the top of the left. If you slash the slopes down like\, you slide down the guitar. If you slash the slopes up like/you slide up on the guitar. The same symbols are used in the text and the official Guitar TAB, so it is easy to identify the slides.
Some old text-based Guitar TAB can display s instead of a slash (e.g. 7s5). In the formal Guitar TAB, you may also notice a curved line above the top of the slide, it's a reminder that you only choose the first note slide. If there is no curved line, it means choosing both notes. What b means
guitar tab b guitar tab is a symbol of detour. The formal Guitar TAB, curved line with arrow or number is used. In the text guitar TAB, sometimes the number is given after b to tell us what pitch to bend up to. So 7b9 means bend 7 fret note until it sounds like a 9 fret pitch. Some older text-
based Guitar TAB found online use the symbol ^ represent the bend. In the formal Guitar TAB, the number is given at the top of the curved arrow to tell us what kind of bend to play. 1/2 is half-stage bent, full-stage bent,1 1/2 is half-stage bent and so on. r, in guitar tab means release bend.
Sometimes it is displayed if the bend has to take place for a long time so you know when to cut it again. pb in the Guitar TAB is a pre-bend note before you choose it. You push the string up to the correct pitch, then select a note before releasing it or holding it. What x means guitar tab x in
Guitar TAB is a symbol turned off hit or rake. It can be in multiple strings or in a single string. The off hit is when you gently place your fingers over the strings and hit them. Think of a funk guitarist playing some perkussive rhythms on his guitar with no chords ringing out. These are off hits.
What to do parentheses () means Guitar TAB When a note is in brackets () with guitar tab, it either means playing a ghost note or that the note continues to call out. In the following example, the note's parentheses include ghost notes. This means that you need to play softer than the other
notes. Sometimes ghost notes are displayed to capture repeated notes that you hear from the delay pedal. In the example below, the note in parentheses is not a ghost note. Instead, parentheses indicate that the note has continued to call to the next bar and you don't have to pick it again.
Typically, when a note rings to the next bar, parentheses are used to show that the note is still ringing. What ~ means Guitar TAB ~ in Guitar TAB is a symbol of vibrato. In the text guitar TAB, it is usually displayed on the line next to the note and the official TAB shows a wavy line above the
staff. Some old text based Guitar TAB uses v next note to display vibrato because ~ ~ ~ can be difficult to see. While ~ is a symbol of vibrato, quite often the symbol is not used because the guitarist uses vibrato so often it would make sheet music messy to include it in every note there. So,
if you don't see the vibrato symbol in the tab tab, but you can hear it in the song, so it wasn't noted. What does &lt;&gt; Guitar TAB &lt;&gt; in Guitar TAB is a symbol of natural harmonics. When you see a note between two symbols like it means &lt;12&gt; play nature's harmonious on this
fret &gt;. You can also see A.H. on artificial harmonics. You may also notice that notes from standard notation staff are shown as diamonds when you are using harmonious ones. The &lt;&gt; symbol can also be used to indicate the amount of swell, so listen to the song to find out what is
more likely. What this doesn't mean guitar tab t with Guitar TAB is a symbol tapping. Sometimes it appears above the staff with uppercase T, but at other times it appears next to the note (usually on the text-based TAB). Curved lines over all the official Guitar TAB notes remind us that it's all
being played without picking (legato). As you can see, tapping the text guitar TAB can get really confusing and hard to read. When I studied guitar I printed the TAB and used a marker to clearly see which notes were tapped. What pm means guitar tab pm guitar tab is a symbol of palm
mummy. It is usually displayed above or below the staff and is followed by a dashed line if palm sounds are kept for a long time. In the example above, you will play palm mother in the female only if there is a PM or a dashed line below or above the staff. Other notes are played without the
sound of the palms. In some older text-based Guitar TAB, this symbol cannot be used at all if the song heavily uses the palm of dumb. For example, in some metal songs, almost the entire song uses palm sorting. It would be messy to add a dashed line to each note, so often it is left out.
Guitar TAB Symbols Summary Here is &lt;/12&gt;guide the most common symbols you will see in the text based guitar tab: h = hammer-on p = pull-off b = bend / = slide up \ = slide down PM - = palm mind (above or below TAB) ~ = vibrato x = muted hit &lt;&gt; = natural harmonics t =
tapping() = grace note or let note ring, which has many more symbols that may appear in the Guitar TAB, but above covers all the essentials you might see. Guitar TAB Template If you want to quickly write some ideas down and you don't have Guitar Pro 7, you can use the guitar tab
template below. e|---------------------------------------------------------------| B|---------------------------------------------------------------| G|---------------------------------------------------------------| D|---------------------------------------------------------------| A|---------------------------------------------------------------| E|-----------------------
----------------------------------------| e|---------------------------------------------------------------| B|---------------------------------------------------------------| G|---------------------------------------------------------------| D|---------------------------------------------------------------| A|---------------------------------------------------------------| E|---
------------------------------------------------------------| Just highlight all six lines, then copy and paste the above text into Notepad, Word or any other text editor, and you can start editing it to a tab from everything you want. When you paste text, make sure that you use a font, such as Courier New.
If you use the wrong font, you will have difficulty to put numbers, symbols and dashes in a row correctly. When you edit the TAB key, remember to add or remove dashes to keep the lines the same length. You can do this by pressing the Insert key on your keyboard with some word
processors. It turns on above the dash instead of adding numbers or symbols between dashes. Find Guitar TABs Online Now when you know how to read Guitar TAB, look for someone online to get used to reading them. Learning how to play, reading Guitar TAB is an easy skill to learn to
keep this page open while you look through some Guitar TABs to get used to all the symbols. Read this guide on Best Guitar TAB Websites to check out some official and text guitar TABs. Guitar TAB is one of the few ways to read music. Learn about other ways to read music here and
check out this guide if you want to learn how to read the standard notation. Legend.
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